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Mission report
The mission within Tuesday 13th – Saturday 23, November.
Type of samples:
Paraffin-embedded blocks (samples) of Gastric and colon tissue were obtained from the archives of
the Department of Pathologic Anatomy of São João Hospital of Porto, Portugal. The work with the
biological samples is under Authorization of Ethics Commission, CES 211-13 – Centro
Hospitalar S. João – EPE, Porto, Portugal.
Paraffin-embedded colon tissue – 60 samples
¾ 30 from female and 30 from male
¾ Each type of sample contents healthy and tumor-affected region.
¾ Dimensions of the samples: 2 x 3 cm and 2 mm of thickness.
Formalin-fixed colon tissue – 60 samples
¾ 30 from female and 30 from male
¾ Each type of sample contents healthy and tumor-affected region.
¾ Dimensions of the samples: 2 x 3 cm and 2 mm of thickness.
Paraffin-embedded Gastric tissue – 21 samples
¾ 21 from male
¾ Each type of sample contents healthy and tumor-affected region.
¾ Dimensions of the samples: 2 x 3 cm and 2 mm of thickness.
Formalin-fixed gastric tissue – 21 samples
¾ 21 from male
¾ Each type of sample contents healthy and tumor-affected region.
¾ Dimensions of the samples: 2 x 3 cm and 2 mm of thickness.
Measurements
THz Time-Domain Spectroscopy (THz-TDS) and THz imaging
As an example we report a THz time-domain spectroscopy and imaging of one of our samples.
A 0.23 mm thick histological sample, with ref: H13.18938, from a section sized 4.5 x 3.5 1.2 cm of
partial distal gastrostomy (healthy and adenocarcinoma pT4a type affected) was measured. It is

worth to be highlighted that the adenocarcinoma pT4a type is a tumor that penetrates the visceral
peritoneum. It is invasive and the borders are difficult to be visualized macroscopically. Examination
of high magnification images is needed to distinguish cancer cells intermingled with healthy tissue
components.
The section was prepared according to standard histo-pathological procedures, dried, paraffinembedded and mounted on a plastic frame, for THz imaging and THz-TDS measurements in
transmission geometry. Comparing the visible and THz images, and the spectra, spectral differences
not only between tumor and healthy tissues but also within tumors are noticeable.
Further data processing using principal component analysis (PCA)

should suggests different

contrast contributing elements other than that originated by water in freshly excised biological
tissues.
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Terahertz spectroscopy. (a) Time-domain spectrum. (b) Spectral amplitude of the Fourier components obtained
after Fourier transformation of (a).

Terahertz Imaging

(a)

(b)
(a) Visible image of H13.18938, of partial distal gastrostomy, healthy and adenocarcinoma pT4a type affected parts.
(b) Corresponding THz image. Frequency – 0,2 THz.
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Results of the collaboration
(Expanded)
Research activity with Journal publications that should also bring the
following outcomes in terms of social impact:
a) Increase in the endoscopists’ ability to locate dysplastic or cancerous tissue by
the use of non-invasive, non-painful, non-time consuming and non-ionizing
diagnostic screening technique;
b) Provide to the physicians the ability to target dysplastic or cancerous tissue
visually difficult to detect or undetectable using current endoscopic systems;
c) Provide a powerful technique, capable of accurate identification of margins
of the diseased areas prior to performing any removal surgery;
d) Improve the sensitivity to identify dysplasia enabling physicians for earlier
actions in treatment to stop the progression of premalignant disease;
e) Implement an earlier treatment, which could result in better health care and,
therefore, better patients’ outcomes.

Objective of the collaboration
(expanded)

Infrared and Terahertz Imaging and Spectroscopy for Biomedical
Applications
The present project is aimed to explore the potential of Infrared and Terahertz
(THz) Imaging and Spectroscopy, which are new, extremely non-invasive and
non-destructive, non-time consuming test and sensing techniques, and to
demonstrate and establish their ability in the diagnosis of colon, gastric and skin
cancer.
This research project is aimed at determining which THz imaging and
spectroscopic parameters are useful in distinguishing normal from abnormal
tissue in the specific problems of colon and gastric and skin cancer, using
different intelligent techniques. It will attempt to find a standardized method of
data analysis for THz imaging and spectroscopy output for this disease. It also
aims to find out whether a generalized method can be proposed, or whether data
differs between and within patients so greatly that each patient requires
individualized analysis methods.
The study of reflection/transmission spectral properties of specific biological
tissues will be done in order to relate them to functional properties of the tissues.
Skin cancer, such as melanomas and basal cell carcinoma, will also be object of
investigation in vitro and in vivo. Investigation in the frequency-domain will be
realized to determine whether spectral information can be retrieved at depth
using reflection and transmission geometries, a problem that has not yet been
solved.
Research team
The project will be hosted at INEB and carried out in collaboration with the
Terahertz Photonics Laboratory of the Institute of Physical Sciences and
Technology of Vilnius, Lithuania and IPATIMUP (Instituto de Patologia e
Imunologia Molecular da Universidade do Porto)/Hospital de São João.
The research team involves the following researchers and clinicians:
1) Scientific Adviser - Biomaterials: Pedro Lopes Granja (INEB);
2) Co-Scientific Adviser - Physicist: Gintaras Valusis (Terahertz Photonics
Laboratory, Institute of Physical Sciences and Technology of Vilnius,
Lithuania);
3) Co-Scientific Adviser-Pathologist: Fátima Carneiro
(IPATIMUP/Hospital São João/Faculty of Medicine, University of
Porto);
A. Post-doctoral researcher- Physicist: Faustino Wahaia (INEB):
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Abstract
Terahertz (THz) imaging and spectroscopy constitute promising alternative diagnosis technologies for
biological applications. The THz radiation is not harmful to biological tissues and the THz region of the
electromagnetic spectrum is considerably sensitive to water content. The increased blood supply in canceraffected tissues and consequent local increase in tissue water make THz technology a potentially attractive
diagnosis tool. In the present work, samples of healthy and adenocarcinoma-affected gastric tissue were
analyzed using transmission time-domain THz spectroscopy (THz-TDS) and spectroscopic THz imaging at
201 and 590 GHz. It is shown that it is possible to distinguish between normal and cancerous regions in dried
and paraffin-embedded samples. Plots of absorption coefficient  and refractive index n of normal and
cancer affected tissues, as well as 2-D transmission THz images are presented and the conditions for
discrimination between normal and affected tissues are discussed.
1. Introduction
Recent technological breakthroughs in the field of THz radiation has triggered new applications in biology and
biomedicine. Particularly, biological applications are based on the specific spectroscopic fingerprints of
biological matter in this spectral region. Historically the discovery of a new electromagnetic wave spectrum,
has always originated the discovered new medical diagnostic imaging systems. The use of THz waves has not
been explored before due to the absence of useful THz sources. At present after successful generation of THz
waves1,2,3,4, a great potential for exploring THz wave exists due to its resonance with bio-molecules. There are
still many challenging issues to overcome both fundamental and technological ones such better understanding
of THz bio-interaction for THz spectroscopy, (THz-Bio nonlinear phenomena) and safety guidelines, the
development of THz passive and active instrumentation as well as THz imaging systems. Eventually a deeper
understanding of THz bio-interaction and novel THz systems will enable the development of powerful THz
biomedical imaging systems to further the biomedical diagnosis and therapy.

The terahertz region lies between the microwave and infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. It has
very low photon energy and thus it does not pose any ionization hazard for biological tissues5. THz radiation

has a shorter wavelength than that of microwave frequencies providing it with higher spatial resolution
capabilities. The radiation is non-ionizing and power levels found in pulsed systems (<1 μW) are orders of
magnitude lower than the maximum permissible beam power as determined by ionizing radiation safety
guidelines. Furthermore, owing to the coherent time gated detection technique there is an efficient elimination
of background noise which commonly leads to a very high signal to noise ratio (>10,000:1 at 1 THz). Because
of these characteristic properties there has been growing interest in THz imaging and spectroscopy for
biomedical application in recent years. In addition increasing studies are being reported using THz technology
in spectroscopic studies of cancer1,6. It is very sensitive to water content and strongly attenuated by water. The
presence of cancer often causes increased blood supply to affected tissues and a local increase in tissue water
content may be observed7: this fact acts as a natural contrast mechanism for THz imaging of cancer.
Furthermore the structural changes that occur in affected tissues have also been shown to contribute to THz
spectroscopy and image contrast8,9.

Current cancer diagnostic techniques have been relying on X-ray imaging, MRI and biopsy. Histo-pathologists
use microscopic imaging methods of biopsed tissue parts to provide structural and functional information
whereas X-ray imaging and MRI provide images of living tissues at the macroscopic level, but at much lower
resolution and specificity10,11. Alternative techniques of highly-resolved imaging for in-vivo diagnostic
screening capable of providing early detection of disease are highly desirable. THz imaging may constitute a
tool to rival the above mentioned techniques in years to come.

Terahertz Imaging provides broadband information on bio-samples making it possible to distinguish between
regions with different optical characteristics (e.g., healthy and neoplastic tissue) over the THz frequency range.
THz transmission spectroscopy or THz pulsed spectroscopy (TPS) has previously been used to obtain the THz
optical characteristics of skin tissue9,12. TPS has also been used to successfully characterize DNA and
proteins, allowing intermolecular interactions to be probed13,14. Because of the advantages listed above, THz
techniques have the potential to become a particularly viable tool for medical imaging of cancers. First
published results on cancer tissue imaging using THz pulsed radiation, suggest that THz imaging can be used
for macroscopic visualization of tumor margins in fresh tissues15,16,17,18, which was later confirmed by other
studies on various cancer types and organs19,20,21. and to identify contrast between healthy breast tissue and
breast cancer21. It has been suggested that this technique could be used to assist surgeons performing breastconserving surgery when excising tumor margins.

THz techniques are thus expected to bring a more comprehensive screening and diagnosis of human disease,
particularly in the case of cancer. According to estimation by WHO, more than 85% of all cancers are difficult
to detect in early phases and clinicians routinely recur to excision biopsy to remove parts of body tissues for
examination, with the inconveniences of time consumption and painful histo-pathological procedures.

The present work is aimed at, firstly demonstrating the capability of THz imaging for gastric cancer diagnosis
and, secondly, exploring the capability of THz-TDS as confirmatory (auxiliary) technique for early gastric
cancer detection by distinguishing healthy tissue from the neoplastic one. The novelty of the present research
work resides in (i) being the first study available concerning the application of THz imaging and spectroscopy
THz-TDS for gastric cancer, (ii) showing that additional contrast-contributing factors other than water
influence the diagnostic potential of this technique22, and, (iii) combining results of THz-TDS and
spectroscopic THz Imaging (STI) for contrast confirmation for the same samples under the same
environmental conditions. In more general terms, the present study intends to contribute to widen
opportunities for THz science in medicine by the spatial resolution and data acquisition rate and by providing a
better understanding of THz pulse propagation through complex media with the overall aim of developing cost
effective and reliable diagnostic THz devices with endoscopic ability to provide access to internal epithelial
surfaces for early cancer detection within the established safety guidelines.

1.2 Theoretical background: Samples’ parameters extraction
For material parameter extraction, several authors presented material parameter extraction algorithms to
determine the complex refractive indexes of samples with THz-TDS23,24. For that purpose, a THz pulse
propagating through a sample is compared to another THz pulse propagating without the sample in its path,
Fig. 1. This is achieved by tracing the temporal shape of the electric field with sample Esample (t ) and without
sample Er e f (t ) where t is the optical delay time. These two pulses are transformed into the frequency domain
using fast Fourier Transform to obtain the complex transmission spectra for the signal (sample embedded in
paraffin) Esample ( ) , and for the reference (paraffin only), Eref ( ) . Considering normal incidence and
neglecting multiple reflections in the interfaces and within the tissue, the ratio of these fields is related to the
absorption coefficient  () and refractive index n() of the sample as follow23, 24,25,26,
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 A( )e  k ( )

(1.1)

Where  , is the frequency, c , the speed of light in vacuum, d is the thickness of the sample, A() is the
amplitude ratio between the spectrum of the sample signal and that of the reference, and  () is the relative
phase difference.
From the expression (1.1), refractive index and the absorption coefficient can be calculated through the
following expressions23,24,21-24
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Figure 1. THz pulse transmittance trough an empty (air) spectrometer and through the sample.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Experimental Set-up
In this work, a Teravil-Ekspla T-Spec THz-time domain spectroscopy (THz TDS) system (Vilnius, Lithuania)
was used in the frequency range 0.1- 3.5 THz with a spectral resolution of <10GHz. The layout of the system
is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Schematic set-up of optical components used in the THz-TDS system.

A photoconductive antenna made from GaBiAs, illuminated by ultra-short laser pulses, is used for THz
radiation and detection. The antenna is formed using AuGeNi metallization. The fiber-based pumping laser
provide pulses of 1064 nm wavelength, 150 fs pulse duration and 40 mW output power at 30 MHz pulse
repetition rate. For more efficient collimation and focusing of THz radiation, a hemispherical lens fabricated
from high resistance silicon is attached to the backside of the THz antenna. The fiber-based pumping laser has
two outputs. One part of laser beam, in free space, is used for illumination of THz emitter. Second part of laser
beam is fiber couplet and is used to illuminate the THz detector. First part of pumping laser beam after beam
height adapter goes through slow delay line and is guided to the fast delay line. The fast delay line is based on

10 times per second moving hollow retro-reflector. After the delay line pumping laser beam is guided to the
THz emitter, where pumping beam is focused to the gap of the photoconductive antenna. Second part of
pumping laser beam is guided to the THz detector. This part of pumping beam is also directed to the gap of
photoconductive antenna. Sub-picosecond pulses of THz radiation are focused to the sample by parabolic
mirror M2. Transmitted radiation from the object is collected by parabolic mirror M3 and then registered by
fiber couplet THz detector. THz signal is detected by digital signal processing unit integrated into electronic
module with analog-digital converter. Additionally, operational preamplifier connected to the THz detector is
used. THz detector output is proportional to the instant electrical field strength of THz pulse during ultra-short
pumping pulse. By scanning fast optical delay line in 10 Hz frequency, the waveform of electrical field of THz
radiation is build. The Fourier transform of waveform gives the spectral content of THz radiation. A
comparison of the spectra with and without sample inserted into THz beam path gives the absorption and
phase spectra of the gastric samples under study. To get better signal to noise ratio, scanned curves averaging
can be used up to 1024 curves. With the tissue sample placed in the THz beam path of the spectrometer, the
signal to noise ratio is ~750:1, in fact related on the absorption coefficient and the thickness of the sample.

The compact spectroscopic THz imaging (STI) system was used for fast pictures acquisition at selected THz
frequencies. A setup of the STI is show in Fig. 3. A 200 GHz and 590 GHz all-electronic amplifier/multiplier
chain modular system (Model VDI AMC 394) was used as the THz source. It operated in meander-type 1 kHz
frequency amplitude modulation regime emitting of about 50 mW and 1.2 mW output power at 201 GHz and
590 GHz, respectively. Two off-axis parabolic mirrors (M1-M2) were used to focus THz beam on the sample
placed on two-axis translation stage and raster scanned in a focal plane. Transmitted THz radiation through the
sample was directed with a help of mirrors M3-M4 to the silicon lens coupled bow-tie diode detector (D1)
connected with the lock-in amplifier (Lock-in) for signals demodulation and measurement. More details on the
fast THz imaging system used are provided by Kasalynas et al27.

Figure 3. Schematic of THz set-ups used in the Spectroscopic THz Imaging system.

2.2 Sample preparation
A set of 21 paraffin-embedded blocks (samples) of gastric tissue were obtained from the archives of the
Department of Pathologic Anatomy of Hospital São João Hospital (Porto, Portugal). All procedures using
biological samples were performed and approved by the Ethics Committee of Centro Hospitalar S. João (CES
211-13 EPE).

Histological samples with constant thickness ( 2mm ), were taken from partial distal and total gastrostomy, and
were of two types, namely (i) 11 adenocarcinoma pT3staging (tumor that penetrates serosa (visceral peritoneum)
without invasion of adjacent structures28,29) and, (ii) 10 pT4staging (tumor that invades adjacent structures28,29).
All of them were collected with their correspondent healthy region, and were analyzed under the same
environment conditions. Adenocarcinoma pT are tumors whose borders are difficult to be visualized
macroscopically. Examination of high magnification images is needed to distinguish cancer cells intermingled
with healthy tissue components28,29.
The samples were prepared according to standard histo-pathological procedures30, and then they were dried, to
ensure total elimination of any trace of water. Finally samples were paraffin-embedded and mounted on plastic
frames, for THz imaging and THz-TDS measurements in transmission geometry, where the samples were
placed at a focal plane of 5.08 cm and 10cm focal length off-axis parabolic mirror M2 (in the schema of Fig.
3) respectively. THz beam transmitted through the sample was directed to the detector D1 and measured by
the lock-in amplifier.
Previous measurements of paraffin slices have shown that it has almost the same refractive index ( npfn  1.45 )
as high density polyethylene31, nHDP  1.5 for the range of the working frequencies (0.25-1.00 THz).

3. Results and discussion
The terahertz radiation has been focused on the samples and the transmitted signal has been recorded. Fourier
transformation was performed on the THz time signals, and the refractive indices and absorption coefficient
have been calculated. Owing to the typical single-cycle nature of the THz pulse, its frequency spectrum
extends from the low GHz region to several THz. At high frequencies the spectrum is characterized by a
gradual roll-off, until the detected signal level approaches that of the noise floor of the experiment. The noise
floor is normally independent of frequency and corresponds to the spectrum recorded with a completely
blocked THz beam path. The origin of this noise is of an electronic nature, whereas fluctuations of the THz
signal itself are caused, mainly by laser intensity fluctuations. As consequence a working frequency range
from 0.25 to 1 THz was used in the measurements of the present work. Below 0.25 THz oscillatory feature

occur due to multiple reflection, and above 1 THz the noise increases significantly with excessive attenuation.
Therefore, the reliable frequencies selected were from 0.25 to 1 THz.

Comparing the visible and THz images, and the spectra, differences not only between tumor and healthy
tissues but also within tumors are noticeable. The refractive indices of the cancer affected tissue in each
sample are higher than that of healthy one. Actually, the refractive index is larger in the affected tissue for
both, pT3 and pT4staging tumors. In the case of sample with pT4staging , that difference is stronger and, therefore the
difference in the cancer stage development should in principle be higher albeit the spectra and image contrast
on dried biological tissues were found to be minimal.

Figure 4 represents adenocarcinoma pT3 and pT4, visible microphotographs of the histo-pathologic sections,
THz Imaging at 590 GHz and at 201 GHz respectively. They reveals two tumor staging within the affected
tissue with its adjacent healthy tissue, as can be seen in the THz images at 590 GHz as well as that at 201 GHz,
therefore three distinct parts, in agreement with the previous histo-pathological observations. The two kinds of
tumors, thought of as being high and low density tumors, and the healthy area (control tissue), are clearly
distinguishable through the THz images, since the two tumors absorb more than the healthy part, meanwhile
there is a small absorption contrast between the two tumor phases in both stages pT3 and pT4. Nonetheless
contrast difference between 590 and 201 GHz (better contrast) THz images is also noticeable.

As shown in figure 5, the time-domain waveforms of healthy tissue and the two different tumor development
phases can be seen. Where orange line represents reference (air), the blue line represents the healthy tissue, the
green a red lines represent tumors in first a second phase respectively. The reduction in amplitude is attributed
mainly to the absorption during the beam transmission through the sample and the reflective loss at both
surfaces. And the delay in time should derive from the different refractive index of the different sample layers
relative to the air. Taking in account that paraffin is transparent in the working frequencies, losses due to this
medium were considered negligible.

Figures 6 presents an average THz frequency-domain waveforms for pT3 and pT4. Figures 7 presents the
average plots of calculated refractive index and absorption coefficient for pT3 and pT4 and their correspondent
healthy tissue. All absorption features are accompanied by a characteristic change of the index of refraction.
Comparing the spectra of the frequency-dependent optical constants, i.e., the refractive index and absorption
coefficient of the two types of tumor, the pT3 is more smooth and distinct than that for pT4 as expected. The
small differences, i.e., the reduced contrast between the two stages (pT3 and pT4) and the control tissue
(healthy) in both, spectra and images, can be explained by the absence of water in the samples that in freshly
excised bio-tissue increases the contrast considerably1,32.

Figure 4. Gastric tissue, adenocarcinoma pT3 and pT4. (a) Visible microphotographs of the histo-pathologic sections, (b) THz
Imaging at 590 GHz and, (b) at 201 GHz.
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Figure 5 THz spectroscopy on gastric tissue with adenocarcinoma pT3 and pT4. THz time-domain waveforms corresponding to
reference and sample.
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Figure 6 THz spectroscopy on gastric tissue with adenocarcinoma pT3 and pT4. Frequency-domain waveform for reference,

healthy and tumorous tissue.
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Figure 7 THz spectroscopy on gastric tissue with adenocarcinoma pT3 and pT4. Spectra of the absorption coefficient and the
index of refraction of the reference and different stages of tumor development.

Several previous works exploring THz technology for cancer diagnosis recurred to freshly excised
tissues33,20,34, and reported differences on the refractive indices and absorption coefficients of cancer affected
samples comparing to healthy tissue, which have been mainly attributed
concentration of water in the tumors

18,30,31

to the presence of a higher

. However, other possible factors have been pointed out and

additional studies have been suggested in order to better explain the effectiveness of THz radiation in cancer
detection4. In the present work it was intended to explore and confirm these other contrast contributing factors.
The conditions within the tumor microenvironment differ considerably from those of normal tissue31,32, the
rapid and uncontrolled cell division leading to an increased cell density and/or to the presence of certain
proteins.

One of those major factors, contributing to THz contrast in diseased tissues, may be associated to the
differences due to cell alterations and abnormal protein density alterations, such as those caused by an increase
in the vascularization around tumors and consequent release of growth factors which in turn also leads to rapid
cell division and higher cell densities17,35. Therefore the relatively higher refractive indices and absorption
coefficients should correspond to more dense tumors. The present results demonstrate the relevance of other
factors, besides the water, although, as mentioned before, the contrast between healthy and diseased tissues in
dehydrated and dried samples (as in the case of the current paraffin-embedded gastric tissues) is too low and
there is a need of contrast agents for better distinguishability.

Conclusions
We have studied a set of paraffin-embedded gastric tissue samples. The specimens have been taken from a
tissue with the same bio-structural typology. Using THz-TDS and STI, we have shown that cancer affected
regions of all samples show higher refractive indices and absorption coefficients distinguishing them from the
adjacent healthy ones. The present study reinforces the feasibility of these THz techniques for colon cancer

detection. It also demonstrates that the characteristic higher percentage of water in cancerous tissues is not the
only factor contributing to the contrast of the observed refractive index and the absorption coefficient.
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